
CALCULATED  SYSTEMS

 Universal Data
Transformer - Finance

Accelerate the preparation of data for use
by alternative data professionals

Instantly map, transform and enrich data

Accelerate access to alternative data

Map data to associated entities

Easily transform proprietary sources/formats

Off-the-shelf transformations for privacy,

compliance, data masking

Expedite enrichment of alternative data with

sentiment, keywords, geolocation and more 

Quickly onboard new alternative data sets

Key Features

INSTANTLY  MAP  AND  TRANSFORM



PROBLEM: SLOW, EXPENSIVE, RESOURCE-INTENSIVE

Slow and costly to transform data sources from original systems and formats
to make them usable for analysis. Each source requires customized
development specific to each data supplier to meet system requirements of
each recipient.  
 
Difficult to combine multiple APIs and enrichment locations into one source. 
 
Many businesses expend resources to build enrichment pipelines themselves
or rely on brittle older technology.

Accelerate access to alternative data sources with drag and drop capabilities
to map, transform and enrich data.
 
Empower data scientists and analysts with drag and drop capabilities to map,
transform and enrich data, without the delay of APIs and custom coding.
 
A common system becomes the universal translator to map different data
sources to multiple outputs and systems.

SOLUTION:  FAST, EASY, SYSTEMICALLY  EFFICIENT

Data mapping with associated
entities without coding

Enrichment of data sources:                                                                                                                                                             
Keyword Identification
Place and location
Sentiment analysis
Entity recognition

Any data source, any format

Single interface, multiple data sets 

Off-the-shelf transformations

Drag and drop user interface

Cloud-based or on-prem

 

 

Supported Features

Transformations for privacy and
compliance 

GDPR/CCPA
Data masking
De-identification
PII

Transformations of proprietary
sources & formats

Fintech data
Trading data
Risk assessment data
Geolocation data
Satellite data
..... and more

 

Calculated Systems solves
the challenges of mapping
and analyzing complex
data.  
 
 
 
 
 
Calculated Systems
accelerates the
preparation of data for
use by data scientists and
analysts. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We are experts at solving
large scale data problems
across finance, healthcare
and manufacturing
industries utilizing AWS,
Google Cloud and
proprietary platforms.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

www.calculatedsystems.com
 

Contact Us: sales@calculatedsystems.com


